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Strider 13 Agile
and reactive in steep
cornering

UNIQUE AND IRRESISTIBLE
Irresistible, Strider 13 Open is the perfect rib for a sporty owner looking for
a high performance boat with lots of
space for outdoor life, while, at the
same time, being ideal as Chase boat
or tender to a maxi yacht. for daily trips
with plenty of friends. Cockpit, sundeck
and swim platform have unmatched
size! The console is the most outstanding stylistic element and it catches the
eye with its typical aggressive look. The
perfect rival of the luxury yacht.
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SPORTY NATURE, ELEGANT LINES
The Hard Top in composite material contribute to enrich the look
making the Strider 13 recognizable from the distance all around the world

Unbeatable sunbathing spaces

Strider.

Teak deck
Feature common to all the
Strider model, the top quality
massive teak decking
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The outboard version preserve the great stern
sunbed and eventually allows the fitting of a
second double cabin underneath

La grinta di Strider
The Strider grit
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The helm station is ergonomically
designed to allow the driver to maneuver in total comfort and safety. The
ergonomic seats and the perfect location of controls and instrumentation
are the result of a project carefully
developed and tested. A kitchenette
equipped with sink, hob and refrigerator for snacks or lunches on board
is housed in the cockpit.

,

The disappearing sun canopy shades both
the living area and the airbed at the stern.
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STRIDER 13

3110

THE MEASURES OF SACS STRIDER 13

3831

13356

12105

/ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
.
The high quality interior finishes is in
exotic wood and it features trendy
furnishing accessories.
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Lenght O.A.
EC certifying lenght
Max beam
Deflated tubes width
Draft
Number of compartments
Tubes diameter
Dry weight without engines
Weight with standard engines
Fuel tank capacity
Water tank capacity
Maximum installable power
Homologation category
Persons capacity
Sleeping accomodation
Project
Design

13,35
11,98
3,83
3,00
0,80
8
68
5,2
6,5
1000
170
772 kW / 823 kW (EFB)
CE - B
16
2+2
SACS
Christian Grande
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